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ABSTRACT 
Social media has become the preferred communications channel and it has significantly 
changed the way businesses communicate with customers. Though easy to implement, 
social media marketing might be quite challenging for those who want to approach and 
engage online users in their business practices. Start–up companies are found to encounter 
much more difficulties then big well–known companies in reaching out and inducing people 
to support their marketing campaigns. Marketing through Influencers and Word–Of–Mouth 
are seen as a possible solution to that problem. The purpose of the present research is to 
explore influencers and their word–of–mouth messages that increased market awareness of 
a start–up company amongst its target markets.  
  
The research includes the use of qualitative content analysis in a case study about Logic 
Artists – a start–up role–playing game company – that has managed to raise the awareness 
of its fund–raising campaign among its target audience. The method of research 
encompasses a three–item matrix of recognizing social media influencers who create a 
word–of–mouth content. The analysis reflects the composition of the word–of–mouth 
messages that brings knowledge and turns people’s concerns into action.  
 
The research findings demonstrate that start–up companies has managed to enable social 
media influencers to increase the effectiveness of the word–of–mouth marketing campaign 
through the establishment of open, personal and meaningful contact with the audience. The 
concern for others and the mutual trust make influencers support the process of word–of–
mouth. The results, however, cannot be automatically extended to a variety of other 
scenarios in which a company pursues different marketing objectives. The functions that the 
source and the content of the word–of–mouth message have might bring a variety of 
potential applications and can serve as a framework for further empirical research in the 
area. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Chapter one introduces the reader to the author area of interest with provision of brief 
information about the problem area – its relevance and importance. The problem area leads 
to the formulation of the research question that serves as a foundation for the research 
study. 
 
Problem Area  
Conducting online marketing might be a challenge for a company since online users tend to 
shun companies marketing messages (Godin, 2010). It is especially hard for start-up 
companies to provide awareness among online communities since online users rarely 
consider a message that is coming from unknown and untrusted source of information (Lee 
and Ma, 2012; Karjaluoto and Salo, 2007). Instead people trust and seek the opinion of 
independent parties such as industry experts, journalists, bloggers, friends and family 
members. All those people are found to influence online users with the trust and credibility 
of their expert opinion (Roberts, 2009). 
 
Therefore, to conduct a successful online campaign, a start–up company should look for its 
influencers and engage them in supporting its marketing objectives (Brown, 2008). To reach 
out influencer and to make them willing to collaborate however might be another challenge 
(Evens, 2010). Influencers do not want to be pushed, forced or influenced. Pushing 
traditional methods on them is awkward and might only serve to alienate them from the 
company. Influencers care about their independence because it makes them trusted in 
providing unbiased useful information to their readers (Brown and Hayes, 2008). Making 
influencers working for a company is difficult and it takes time – in making them interested 
in the company’s offer(s) and to pass it on (Subramani, 2003).  
 
Logic Artists is an example for a start–up company that has gone beyond the 
aforementioned obstacles. The company was founded by four international students from 
IT University at Copenhagen that have united around the idea of developing a story–driven 
tactical roleplaying game for PC and Mac. The game looked promising and quickly got the 
support of a private investor willing to finance the first stage of the game project. The rest 
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of the money however Logic Artists was forced to find from somewhere else. The company 
applied for government grants but since the game project was found to be risky – based on 
old, long–forgotten book games that might be no longer interesting to people – the 
company request was not approved. The lack of investments and the uncertainty of the 
project’s success made Logic Artists start looking on the new business as on unrewarded 
endeavour. The company founders, however, gave themselves a second chance and 
published their project on “Kickstarter” – an online platform that helps star–up companies 
to receive non–repayable funds together with people’s project pre–approval vote.  
 
Logic Artists managed to raise more than 70 000 dollars within a month as the success of its 
fund–raising campaign came from the support of 1 569 online users. The company used 
social media to channel its message and raise the awareness about its product and fund–
raising campaign among the online users. Logic Artists relied on word–of–mouth as an 
unpaid form of promotion to make people know and talk about its initiative. The company 
did not rely on convincing people to support its project – the project has been good enough 
to speak for itself – instead the company tried to reach its target audience and make it 
informed about its product and fund–raising campaign. The company tried to tailor its 
promotional message in a way that made people consider its message and influence others 
to spread it further.  
 
Marketing through influencers is about enabling influencers to talk about company’s 
prospects and word–of–mouth (WOM) has become its core with focus on the informal 
communication between influencers and private parties (Anderson, 1998, and Brown, 
2008). Both fields of study have appeared as a result of the recent social media marketing 
practices and studies that put the focus on those key interested users that impose a greater 
than average reach and impact on others through the power of their communicated 
message. The importance of influencers derives from the common assumption that these 
online users can support companies marketing campaigns either by spreading a message far 
and wide or by making a message considered within a small but collaborative network 
(Mercer, 2012). There is a need of recognizing how individual influencers’ message reach 
others and induce them to spread it further. It is interesting to recognize various social 
media influencers and their particular approach in conveying company’s word–of–mouth 
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message (Allsop, 2007; Mason and Davis, 2007). The characteristics of the word–of–mouth 
message such as words, content, language and expressiveness hide the key of reaching and 
convincing people to spread the message further (Dichter, 1966; Gabbott and Hogg, 2000; 
Gremler, 1994). The word–of–mouth message such as its content and delivery strengthen 
the advocacy that relates to the intended power in delivering a given message (Sweeny, 
Soutar and Mazzarol, 2012). 
 
Therefore, by taking into account the needs and concerns made so far, the present research 
has the goal to provide detail, rich and complete understanding about the distinct 
dimensions of influencers’ individual word–of–mouth messages – content and delivery – to 
find the main triggers of the word–of–mouth process. The practical significance of the 
research is to bring knowledge on the successful practices that go beyond the traditional 
marketing methods in providing and raising online awareness. More specifically, it 
demonstrates the effective methods of using company’s promotional message into 
influencers own content plan to support the process of word spreading. The research has 
also its academic importance in providing more understanding about the influencers’ 
individual word–of–mouth message that triggers and supports the word–of–mouth process. 
 
Problem Formulation 
Based on the problem area, a research question is defined: 
 
What could be learned – based on the Logic Artists business case study – about start–up 
companies that enable social media influencers to increase the effectiveness of the word–of–
mouth marketing campaign?  
 
The research question is further narrowed down by the following two sub–questions: 
  
 What does it imply to provide awareness through the word–of–mouth messages?   
 What makes people support the process of spreading the word–of–mouth message? 
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CHAPTER TWO: PROJECT OUTLINE 
Chapter two presents a general plan of conducting research. The chapter is a short 
demonstration of the structure of the research paper that has the purpose to provide a 
simple and logical “nexus” of guideposts. 
  
1. Theory: The theory connects the research with the existing knowledge in social 
media marketing. Guided by the relevant theories – influencers marketing and word–of–
mouth marketing – the researcher is able to make an appropriate choice of research 
method so to explain the role of social media influencers in triggering and supporting the 
word-of-mouth process. 
 Social Media Marketing: The theory is used to provide information about the 
various social media platforms such as social networking web sites, blogs, and forums. The 
theory looks at the social structure in the online marketing communication platforms to 
understand the diffusion of information in and outside a social network. Social Media 
Marketing helps to be recognized those key users that support network information 
channels through creation and wide distribution of digital content. 
 Influencers Marketing: The theory is used to provide understanding about 
social media influencers since there are various types of influencers and their recognition is 
usually based on different criteria. The Influencer Theory comprises four main activities one 
of which is Marketing through Influencers that use influencers to increase company’s 
market awareness amongst its target markets. 
 Word–of–Mouth Marketing: Word–of–Mouth Marketing is an integral part of 
the Marketing through Influencers. Word–of–Mouth finds influencers to have a greater than 
average reach and influential impact on others through the word–of–mouth process. 
Influencers have the power to inspire and trigger action through their word–of–month 
messages in which there is simultaneous provision of knowledge, trust and persuasion. 
 
2. Methodology: the theoretical framework identifies the methodology – the strategic 
plan of action – and methods – the procedure of gathering, processing and analysing 
research data – that ease the implementation of the research plan. The process of 
identifying social media influencers is as follows: 
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 Use of a business case study as a research method; 
 The units of analysis are the social media users – observation of users status 
and conversation within their social network;  
 The recognition of social influencers is done with the help of qualitative 
analysis of the collected numerical and qualitative data.  
 
Once the social influencers are recognized, their word–of–mouth messages are further 
analysed with the help of qualitative content analysis. The purpose of the analysis is to 
relate influencers’ traits to the messages produced so to recognize the trends in word–of–
mouth communication content and delivery. 
 
3. Case Study Analysis: The case study about Logic Artists – a start–up role playing 
game company – that launched a fundraising social media campaign to subsidize its game 
project. The case is used to explore the underlying principles in identifying and using social 
media influencers in relation to their word–of–mouth message content and delivery.   
 
4. Results: is a declaration and confirmation of the key findings. The section is crafted 
to highlight the main findings that answer the research questions.   
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion: is an interpretation of the results in light of what was 
already known about the subject of the investigation so to explain the new understanding of 
the problem after taking the final results into consideration. It also gives a retrospection of 
the conducted research and its limitation to give suggestions for future research.   
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CHAPTER THREE: THEORY  
Chapter three presents the theories that are chosen in regards with the research needs for 
using the existing knowledge in social media marketing. The theoretical framework provides 
understanding about social media influencers and their word–of–mouth message content.  
 
Online marketing is referred to the application of the Internet for achieving companies 
marketing objectives (Newlands, 2011). Social media marketing is a sub–discipline of the 
online marketing and it refers to the accumulation of web traffic through social media sites 
such as blogs, forums, and social networking (Zarella, 2010). The online social platforms 
facilitate the exchange of specific information – opinions, insights, experiences and 
perspectives – embedded in a wide variety of content formats including text, video, 
photographs and audio among the online users. It is all about conversation between social 
users and information spread that cannot be controlled but it can be influenced and 
directed through the provision of further information that satisfies people need to know, be 
right and liked by others – informational and normative social influence (Deutsch and 
Gerard, 1995). 
 
Marketing a Start–Up through the Social Media  
Dan Martell, an eminent social entrepreneur and investor, offers an overall strategic 
approach in marketing a start–up through social media. He argues that based on his 
experience a start–up company looking to promote its new business and product offer 
should run a well–timed pre–launch campaign to get media attention online. Social media 
gives a good start for start–ups because it provides free access to media channels that 
facilitate the information spread and people’s reach. Evans and McKee (2010) go further by 
explaining that social media could be exploited if and only if start–ups have the ability to 
craft a good reason to make people talk. People like to talk and share things they like and 
find interesting and if a company’s product is one of them than the company should make 
sure that the content can be shared easily. For example, a company can provide social 
media apps to ease the regular information flow and the large influx of users.  
 
The interdisciplinary scientist Tsvetovat (2011) adds that a start–up should simultaneously 
develop a killer pitch list of the most visited and influential websites to introduce its offer. 
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The blogger outreach, for example, can be extremely helpful. It has been seen as one of the 
most important tactics almost any business should use to build its social presence. Blogging 
outreach allows the provision of information as a shared textual or video content that can 
induce many to pursue a common goal. Bloggers are active in creating and sharing quality 
content. A single relationship with the right blogger could lead a company to thousands of 
instant relationships with targeted readers who fully trust that particular source. 
 
Zarella (2010) insets that a start–up needs first a blog of its own to support its marketing 
efforts. A company’s blog is company’s owned media. A blog is a type of content 
management system that allows a company to publish short articles called posts. Blog posts 
support company’s efforts in providing information through the spread of textual content 
or/and downloadable materials such as video materials. Blog posts also provide various 
social features including comments, blog–rolls, trackbacks and subscription that make it 
perfect for start–ups to build linkage with interested people – (potential) customers and 
other bloggers – to generate traffic and create a blog community. Moreover the certain 
aspect of building a blog community is connecting with active social users that have 
presence in other social platforms such as forums – modern version of community bulletin 
board that initiates discussions. A forum is a place that creates much more content, and 
pulls traffic on topics that facilitate collaboration and group decisions. To access and initiate 
a discussion in a forum is found to be “not an easy task” since “forums can be a minefield of 
unspoken rules and social taboos… and one wrong step of a marketer can cripple the 
company’s reputation” (Zarella, 2010). Before start posting one should first learn more 
about a forum such as its culture and community. He or she should be active and contribute 
with useful information to become a valuable and respected community member. A 
member means also to be transparent “… and highlight your knowledge and skills to make 
other members know you are approachable and appreciate others feedbacks” (Zarella, 
2010). The reputation within a forum is especially important and the time and efforts spend 
on building good reputation within a forum can be highly rewarded.  
 
Social networking sites where people are connected with their friends are another hot topic 
for marketers. Social networking sites offer a number of opportunities for a company to 
integrate with customers via plus–in applications, groups and fan pages. However, social 
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networking sites tend to be not–a–traffic–drivers but instead tools for strengthening 
positive feelings and preferences (the purpose of the social networking websites is to keep 
users close to their friends and not ease the formation of special interest groups). Exception 
is Tweeter that allows building a trend of followers.  
 
Zarella explains that for the purpose of its marketing efforts, a company should use the 
relationships, interactions, and needs that exist in different social communities. Start-ups 
should look at them to see which intersect with their value proposition. That is the entry 
point at which a company can start building its social presence. A company should also join 
random but relevant conversations with its target audience on several social media 
platforms, attract followers and build community around a passion, cause, or lifestyle, and 
use social applications to reach more participants so to link them to its blog. 
 
The Social User  
Evans and McKee (2010) talk in their book Social Media Marketing: The Next Generation of 
Business Engagement about the importance of engaging social users in company’s social 
marketing campaign. To make users – all those people that consume, create and share 
content to communicate and link with others in the media – involved in a company 
campaign however it is not an easy task. A company should be aware that social users 
consume – download, read, watch or listen – more than they create content. It is found that 
one out of 100 social users would create content, ten would curate content, and the rest 90 
would simply consume content – the 1/9/90 rule. To move its audience beyond 
consumption and into activities like curation and content creation, a company has to 
encourage people to make an action.  
 
Curation is the act of sorting and filtering, rating, reviewing, commenting on, tagging, or 
otherwise describing and improving content. Curation makes content useful to others. 
Curation drives social interaction through content sharing. It encourages social users to 
become active and to participate later in the creative and collaborative processes. Content 
creation requires community members to offer something that they have made by 
themselves. Social users most often enjoy sharing things they are doing and excites them. 
People prefer platforms that enable them to share their content and not refused the upload 
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of their favourite picture and videos, for example. Therefore to encourage content creation, 
a company should provide platforms and tools that support and ease the process of content 
creation, sharing and spreading.  
 
Moreover a company can use visible reputation management tools that are based on the 
quality and quantity of the content created to governs the visible aspects generally the 
content contribution and the ratings or recommendations of other participants within the 
community so to differentiate the more active and eloquent users. This differentiation 
benefits the company to recognize “important” users and give incentive to other users to 
strive for the same recognition.  
 
The acts of curation and content creation – linking, rating, creating and sharing – enabled 
through the social applications manifest in the context of a social graph. Social graph is the 
connective elements that link people’s profiles and indicate activities through status 
updates and the “like” application. It provides understanding about who is related to whom, 
who is talking and what kind of content is exchanged and spread. It enables a company to 
see a profile of a user so as to get a much more complete picture of individual motivation, 
influence, reach and connectedness. Individual relationships and structures or more 
specifically the pathways over which content move throughout the social network allow a 
company to find influencers and their connections with others. There is one broad class of 
applications in particular where this type of information is absolutely critical: finding 
different communities within a network. For instance, in support communities where 
participants depend on each other for solutions an industrial expert can be spot. An expert 
is recognized to have authoritative knowledge of or skill in a particular area. To spot, 
engage, and otherwise ensure that industry experts remain engaged is essential. A company 
should guarantee that experts continue to have access to the information needed to deliver 
quality solutions within their support community. A company should also increase the 
visibility of the content to assure the content spreading. 
 
Social Media Influencers 
Influencers are third parties that can significantly shape company’s customers’ opinions, 
decisions and actions. Everyone can be an influencer – especially in the social media where 
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“all have a voice” – however “some people are more influential than others within a 
community” (Gillin, 2007). 
 
According to Gillin, to identify its influencers, a company should look for people who have 
large size of audience – such as friends, followers, readers, and fans – and high degree of 
connectedness and voice power, and people that carry best a company’s message are the 
company’s influencers.  
 
Gillin finds company influencers to be knowledgeable and highly engaged, passionate and 
eager in the topic that they are interested in and writing about. Influencers want to be 
recognized – to get into the feedback loop – brainstorm with companies and get in touch 
with the brain trust at big companies. Influencers are also often involved in discussions since 
they want to be known – their interests and audience – and be listened. Influencers are 
eager to exert their influence, especially in the market that they care about.  
 
Moreover, influencers have too little advertising revenue to care. Those who do make 
money usually do it through affiliate or keywords ad programs. They do not worry about 
catering to advertisers and so practice more pure and more reader-focused form of 
journalisms. Influencers are passionate and work for their readers – to provide high quality 
of the information required. They are also meticulous about transparency – they always ask 
straightforward questions and expect from companies direct answers, and anything less is 
unsatisfying. Therefore, influencers will consider a company only if it has something good to 
offer. 
 
Types of Influencers 
Augie Ray, prominent social media researcher and analyst, has offered different 
understanding about influencers that has enjoyed wide popularity: social broadcasters – the 
ones with the largest following group –, mass influencers – the minority who create the 
“majority of the influence posts and impressions about products and services. These are the 
people who combine influence, trust, relevance and scale to create powerful advocacy.” – 
and potential influencers – the vast majority who have modest networks rich with trust. 
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Figure 1 Online Influencer Pyramid 
Source: Forrester Research, Inc. 
 
Influence Pyramid implies hierarchy with the size of influence population. It describes and 
shares recommendations about three types of online influencers that must be engaged in a 
different manner to provide awareness. 
 
Social broadcasters are bloggers and pundits (experts) who have wide reach and offer an 
avenue for elevating awareness of programs and products to cultivated audience. 
Influencers of this type can be categorized across the social spectrum as A–list (bloggers that 
belong to an elite group of bloggers who post regularly, receive high traffic and enjoy many 
links back to their blog from other sites), magic middle (bloggers who have from 20–1000 
other people linking to them), or long–tail influencers (highly specialized influencers that 
small clusters of personal networks). Social broadcasters usually have large followings but 
they tend to assist more with awareness than with preferences. Practice revealed that to 
engage social broadcasters a company should contribute content to stimulate and expand 
the social broadcaster’s own community and follower appeal. A company should also co–
collaborate on special projects and programs, co–host or sponsor webinars and special 
events. 
 
Mass influencers dominate the online discussions about products and are responsible for 
80% of the influence impressions and posts about products and services in the social 
channel. Mass influencers come in two types. There are mass connectors, who create a 
great number of impressions about brands and services in social networks, like Twitter and 
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Facebook, and also mass mavens, who create and share content about products and 
services in other social channels such as YouTube, blogs, forums, or ratings and review sites. 
Mass connectors are less in number than mass mavens, and also have higher influence 
impressions. Mass mavens, on the other hand, have large share in the influence posts. There 
is a common strategy to engage mass influencers. A company can appoint and develop an 
engaging and inviting social representative that actively Follow and Friend influencers in 
social platforms. To become a valued community member, the representative should 
contribute with valuable information and comment on posts, re-tweet tweets, share 
content, participate, interact, and engage – comment with helpful information not before 
knowing influencers prospective. The representative should continually ask for opinions, 
feedback, surveys with recognition, and reinforce a genuine sense of community 
appreciation with frequent recognition. The representative should not push and violate 
his/her marketing efforts – if influencers feel pushed or subject of company’s manipulation 
practices  than they will hammer you in the blog sphere. The representative should let 
people do the work of spreading the word about the company. 
 
Potential influencers are consumers who consume online content and share it with their 
networks offline. The best practices known of engaging potential influencers are to build 
vibrant communities of following and friending influencers on social platforms of choice. A 
company should engage often with the communities by participating and interacting 
actively. It should also develop social programs, applications and content, and continually 
ask for people’s feedback and opinion, and also reinforce a genuine sense of community 
appreciation with frequent recognition. A company should build social destinations to offer 
a steady flow of consistent fresh consumable content that reinforce lifestyle experience. To 
facilitate those efforts, a company should make sure that influencers are updated 
frequently. However, that might be a challenge since, for instance, blog’s new entries 
usually do not make it into the major search engines for days. Blog-specific search engines 
work by monitoring syndication steams called RSS feeds that are used to signal that a 
website has been updated. These search engines can grab new content less than an hour 
after it has been published, making RSS feeds the best way to keep tabs on the blog sphere. 
Popular RSS-based search engines include Technorati, IceRocket, Feedsted and BlogPulse. 
There are also aggregation engines that cover link blogs, topical blogs, and community news 
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sites. These sites basic purpose is to drive viewers elsewhere. These sites are seen as the 
most important arbiters of influence in social media. Boingbing.net, Metafilter, waxy.org, 
science blogs and fark.com are all forms of link blogs. A single mention on boing.boing may 
give a story prominence that links from a hundred minor bloggers could not. 
 
Marketing through Influencers 
Influencer marketing can be marketing to and through influencers. Marketing to influencers 
helps a company to approach influencers, whereas marketing through influencers enables 
company’s influencers to talk to prospects. Marketing through influencers is about creating 
a message that influencer can convey to increase awareness and knowledge among 
company’s prospects. Brown and Hayes (2007) explain that companies should do marketing 
through influencers by asking “How can you work with your influencers so that they convey 
what you would like them to say”. The authors point out that influence is an action of 
creating an environment conductive to affect person’s opinion and behaviour. Influence can 
occur in one–to–one situations or in large groups, and affects both on cognition and 
emotional level. Influencers are those people who have the power to exert influence over 
others. Therefore marketing through influencers is using social influencers to carry company 
message in the market to raise prospect customers’ awareness and knowledge. Why 
influencers would do such an altruistic thing to carry a company’s message since it might 
compromise their reputation or their status as independent experts?  
 
Brown and Hayes assume that influencers would more likely use company’s message as long 
as they do not overly see its proposition and, most importantly, that it adds value to their 
proposition. Influencers do not care about a company but they do care about themselves 
and would use materials from other sources to support their offer and positioning. Hence, 
companies should make influencers see them as a source of information and insights in their 
work. 
 
Influencers are seen to love influencing and a company should be the one that gives them 
the tools to do that. If a company message is valid, useful and pertinent to influencers then 
there is a chance that they will use it. Influencers will use company message only if it does 
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not take the attention away from their messages. There are three steps that a company 
could follow to add value to the message of influencers: 
 
 Find out what messages company influencers take into the market 
 Create one message that maps onto the influencers’ messages 
 Create support materials for influencers based on that one message  
 
Marketing through influencers should be carefully planned and applied. At the moment a 
company identifies its influencers in its target market it should market to all influencers by 
tailoring its marketing message. To conduct effective marketing campaign, a company has to 
create different messages for each of its influencers – there are three reasons about that:  
 
 Influencers come from different categories of influence and with different social 
status such as job titles.  
 Even within a same category, company’s influencers have different positioning and 
strategic messages to take to market. 
 Influencers have big ego and do not want to use something that has already been 
used elsewhere 
 
Word–of–mouth marketing through influencers can benefit the company if it is capable of 
identifying its influencers and what they mostly write about. The comments of readers in a 
social website provide valuable information about what is important – for both influencers 
and their audience.   
 
Word–of–Mouth Marketing  
Word of mouth is the natural conversation between people as the information shared is 
passed from one person to another to reach large number of people. Word of mouth of 
marketing is all about making people talk about a company (Sernovitz, Kawasaki and Godin, 
2012). Word–of–mouth marketing is a core part of the mechanics of influencer marketing. 
For instance, the Word of Mouth Marketing Association (WOMMA) defines an influencer as: 
“A person who has a greater than average reach or impact through word of mouth in a 
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relevant marketplace”. WOMMA also gives definition to influencer marketing: “Influencer 
marketing is when a marketer identifies, seeks out, and engages with influencers in support 
of a business objective.” 
 
Levels of Word–of–Mouth 
Silverman (2001) divides the word–of–mouth into nine different levels according to the 
emotional charge, starting from negative that includes four levels, to neutral or positive that 
has five different levels. The first two negative levels are highly negative and usually relate 
to negative emotions that leads people engaging in harmful conversation. People complain 
about a product and encourage other people to do the same. At 2nd negative level people 
do not actively seek to bad–mouth a product, but the talk is highly negative and slows sales. 
Marketing at this level can be dangerous since the more people get involved with the 
product the more negative word–of–mouth is created. At the last negative level, minus 1, 
the customers are still slightly unsatisfied, but there is neither positive discussion, nor active 
complaining. Most products are at the neutral level, where people use a product without 
talking about it. At the first plus level, people have positive things to say if asked. At this 
level, the traditional marketing is a good boost for the word-of-mouth. At the next level, 
plus 2, people are already really excited about a product when asked, and traditional 
marketing is no longer enough to increase the word–of–mouth, people need the channels to 
rave about the product. At level 3, people convince other people to try a product. At the last 
positive level, a product is a subject of constant word–of–mouth. The publicity is high and 
even the influencers are talking and promoting a products. 
 
Engaging in Word–of–Mouth Process 
According to Hennig–Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh & Gremler (2004) the 5 main reasons that 
people are might be willing to engage in word–of–mouth process are focus-related utility, 
consumption utility, approval utility, moderator–related utility and homeostase utility. 
Focus–related utility assumes that adding value to the community is an important factor for 
consumers. Through their contribution, the consumers improve the community by providing 
reviews or information about a service or product that is interesting for the community. 
Consumption utility refers to users gaining value from the other users´ contributions. 
Reading the reviews and comments by others may also lead to additional commenting. The 
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approval utility motivates the consumers by giving them satisfaction when other consumers 
consume and approve the information. The moderator–related utility refers to a third party 
making the commenting, and reviewing for other users. The homeostase utility includes two 
moves – expressing positive emotions and venting negative feelings (Hennig–Thurau et al., 
2004).   
 
Delivering a Word–of–Mouth Message 
There are three ways of getting the word-of-mouth to people: expert to expert, expert to 
peer, and peer to peer.  
 
Experts in an industry are the prime opinion leaders. Experts love being on the cutting edge 
having people come to them for the latest word on new developments. Experts talk and 
love to be heard. They are often prolific writers, and they are very easy to reach since they 
are informal, friendly, and even humorous. They tend to be open – intellectually confident 
and unthreatened – about what they know and do not know. Experts are the innovators and 
very early adopters of new products, ideas, and technologies, and they are more than 
willing to share their experience and knowledge about these new products. “Change the 
opinion of a relatively small handful of experts, and you’ll change the entire market.” 
(Silverman, 2001). A company can get experts in its team and have them participate in the 
development and launch of new products. 
 
Expert–to–peer and peer–to–peer word of mouth is a two–step process in experience 
gathering via word of mouth. People look towards a company to make a claim or promise 
about its offer and experts to confirm that. Though the company’s claim might be confirmed 
people have to know whether the promise would be fulfilled under real conditions. People 
need to hear from peers that experience and know the pitfalls (if any) of the claim. In table 1 
is shown the sources of word of mouth plus their function and content.  
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Table 1 Sources of Word of Mouth 
Source: Silverman, The Secret of Word–of–Mouth Marketing 
 
The source of word–of–mouth can be the company itself, the experts and peers. The 
company information has the function to inform, experts’ message to confirm and peers’ 
message to verify. The company’s message is the claims and the benefits of its product, for 
example. The experts explain the upside and downside potential of the claim under ideal 
conditions. Peers give information about their own experience – whether the company’s 
promise was fulfilled or not. 
 
The most persuasive combination in marketing can compress a many–year process into a 
few weeks: initial information from an expert followed both by organizational trial and by a 
means of pooling peer experience – to multiply it, put it into context and give practical tips 
and suggestions. That flow is the way to accelerate the experience gathering and evaluation 
that people need in order to adopt a product. To accelerate “natural” word–of–mouth a 
company need a superior offer, and the provision of knowledge and experience to reach 
and enable influencers to talk. 
 
Word–of–Mouth Content 
One should find the preliminary adopter and the crucial stages of adopting an idea to 
identify the message content – the actual words that need to convince people to take an 
action.  
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Hoskins and Smith (2007) assume that credibility and persuasiveness of a message 
determine whether or not the message will pass along to others. Moreover Hoskins and 
Smith consider the rational and emotional components of a message, using their expertise 
in Means–Ends theory research which teaches that value laden emotionally–charged 
appeals are much more relevant and, therefore, persuasive. Therefore, people make 
decisions such as whether or not spread a message based on a complex interplay of 
cognitive preferences and emotional benefits.  
 
The best way to persuade someone to do something is to appeal to the values – values are 
deeply emotional, highly personal, and powerfully motivating – that matter deeply to them. 
When a message succeeds in doing that, we say it has high personal relevance. 
 
Value is especially important when talking about word–of–mouth. The more personally 
relevant a company product and its messages are, the more likely people are to engage with 
the product, and more likely to pass along messages to others. Moreover, when a company 
knows what emotional chords its product and messages are touching within its audience, a 
company can appeal in subtle but powerful ways, building loyalty, while at the same time 
facilitating sharing. The word–of–mouth communication should be crafted to “persuade by 
reason and motivate through emotion.” 
 
To support the word–of–mouth conversation a person should find who is talking and join in 
a conversation. To keep word–of–mouth conversation alive, one needs to be motivated to 
spread out the information acquired. One should know that people care about what he or 
she has to say and also interested through their reply and response. The word–of–mouth 
content aim all that since it encourages people for future participation. The central point is 
that “if a product is worth the word of mouth, it will be enough just to let people know you 
exists, without immediately pushing your sales pitch” (Sernovitz, 2006). The company offer 
stays in the centre of the message spread, the rest however is what moving it forward. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGY 
Chapter four presents the underlying principles in organizing and conducting a research. 
More specifically it demonstrates the epistemological and ontological foundations of the 
current research and the choice of research strategy in collecting, presenting and 
interpreting empirical data. 
 
Method in Deriving Social Knowledge 
Epistemology is a study of knowledge and justified belief as a whole. Positivism in the 
epistemology objective position that states that observation, experimentation and testing 
can only prove or reject a hypothesis (deductive approach) and then provide theoretical 
background for generating new laws and principles (inductive approach). Interpretivism (or 
anti–positivism), on the other hand, states that knowledge is acquired through different 
empirical and measurable evidences, and principles of reasoning. The search for exact 
knowledge requires the division of natural science and social science. Natural science deals 
with the physical world. It has five brunches of study: astronomy, biology, and chemistry, 
earth sciences and physics. Social science encompasses the academic disciplines that 
examine human behaviour and social patterns. Some of the many brunches of the social 
science are history, communication studies, and business (Carter and Litlle, 2007). 
 
Ontology has more philosophical approach to knowledge. It studies life, existence, 
perception and reality. Ontology has two divisions – objectivism and constructivism. 
Ontology objectivism asserts that social phenomena are given and stays beyond people 
reach and influence. Ontology constructivism argues that social phenomenon is projection 
of people minds and cannot be treated separately (Carter and Litlle, 2007).  
 
The methodology – a system of methods used in particular area of study – of acquiring new 
knowledge depends on the epistemological foundation and the ontological concept. The 
focus of a research can be on describing and explaining or understanding of an event. The 
role of the researcher depends on the choice of methodological approach (see table 2). 
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 Positivism Interpretivism 
Epistemology 
“Grounds of knowledge” 
relationship between reality and 
research 
Possible to obtain hard, secure 
objective knowledge 
Research focuses on generalization 
and abstraction  
Thought governed by hypotheses 
and stated theories 
Understood through “perceived” 
knowledge 
Research focuses on the specific 
and the concrete 
Seeking to understand specific 
context 
 
Ontology 
Nature of “being” nature of the 
world 
Reality 
 
Have direct access to the real 
world  
Single external reality 
 
No direct access to the real world 
No single external reality 
Methodology  
Focus on research 
 
Role of researcher 
Concentrates on the description 
and explanation 
 
Detached, external observer 
Clear distinction between reason 
and feeling 
Aim to discover external reality 
rather than creating the object of 
the study 
Strive to use rational, consistent, 
verbal, logical approach 
Concentrates on understanding 
and interpretation 
 
Researcher wants to experience 
what they are studying 
Allow feelings and reason to 
govern actions 
Partially created what is studies, 
the meaning of the phenomena 
Table 2: Broad Framework of the Theory of Knowledge 
Source: Carson et al. (2001)  
 
Considering Table 2 that presents the various approaches of acquiring knowledge in social 
science, the current research is organized as follows:  
 
 The objective is to acquire knowledge  
 The form of knowledge is contextual (inductive) 
 The research is exploratory 
 The role of the researcher is to be objective, and logical in its reasoning  
 
Considering the main objective of the research problem – to recognize the company’s 
influencers and the specific aspects of their message content and delivery – the present 
research is designed to solve a practical problem (applied research) with a choice of 
empirical research strategy and a case study mode (Figure 2). The study case mode is often 
preferred when “the investigator has little control over the events, and when the focus is on 
contemporary phenomenon within some real–life context” (Yin, 2002). The case study might 
have three objectives: descriptive, exploratory, and explanatory. The current research uses 
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an exploratory approach to obtain information on a particular issue and gain insights for 
further researches. It studies surround context to allow the researcher to investigate a 
problem and provide details where a small amount of information is presented. 
 
 
Figure 2: Framework for Research Methodology  
Source: Buckley, and Chiang Exhibit 1, p.15 
 
Research Method 
Dr. Robert K. Yin is a well–known pioneer of the rigorous use of case studies. The graph 
below presents an overview of Yin’s (2002) case study design.  
 
 
Figure 3: Modified Single–Case Study Design of Yin’s (2002) Case Study Method 
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In the current paper, a single case study (a holistic one) is used to capture the conditions of 
a casual situation. The case study is about Logic Artists a start–up game development 
company that has relied on online word–of–mouth to raise money for its project work. The 
choice of case study is based on the relevance to the study goal, and the opportunity for 
detail contextual understanding of the multiple events and conditions that go with the 
understanding of word–of–mouth so be avoided the risk of data misrepresentation or/and 
ungrounded conclusion(s). The choice of case study, however, might hide the risk of 
subjectivity and personal interpretation of the findings. 
 
Yin (2002) recommended the use of case–study–protocol as a part of a carefully designed 
research project. Considering the project objectives and the choice of study case, the 
components of the case-study-protocol are as follows: 
 
The study questions:  
 How could the influencers be recognized in the social media?  
 How different influencers support a marketing campaign through their word–of–
mouth message?  
 
Proposition: 
According to Yin (2003), it is permissible not to state a proposition when the purpose of a 
study is exploration. The current exploratory study, however, uses some criteria on which 
the research success will be judged. The criteria are based on the understanding the 
aforementioned theoretical generalization about identifying social influencers. The 
expectations are that influencers enforce influence and spread a message in accordance to 
their status and recognition. 
 
Unit of Analysis: 
In relation to the study question and for the purpose of the current research, the main unit 
of analysis is the online user including the companies, social broadcasters, bloggers, readers, 
etc. The analysis is focused on those online users that dwell interest–related social media 
platforms – role playing game forums and blogs. More specifically, the social media users 
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will be examined according to their power to influence. Different types of influencers will be 
explored as well as their way of tailoring and delivering positive word–of–mouth message. 
 
The Logic Linking the Data to the Propositions: 
A promising approach for the current case is the idea of “pattern matching” – a situation 
whereby several pieces of information from the case will be related to the theoretical 
prepositions. 
 
Criteria for Interpreting the Findings: 
There is need of logical tests of the validity and reliability of the research tactics that will be 
used. Construct validity is especially important to defeat the “subjective” label commonly 
applied to research strategies. To cope with the problem there is a use of multiple sources 
of evidence to establish a sufficient chain of evidence. Internal validity that concerns casual 
– exploratory – cases seeks to establish a causal relationship where certain conditions are 
believed to lead to other conditions (Fossey, Harvey, McDermott and Davidson, 2002). The 
common approach is to do exploration building and use logic model (Shenton, 2004).  
 
Data Collection 
Data collection is a process of using various strategies in gathering the information needed 
for the purpose of conducting research. In the Logic Artists study case, the data will be 
directly collected through the methods of observation and informal interviews with the 
company co–founders. The choice of primary data collection sources enables the high 
quality of the study findings – relevance (gather necessary information), adequacy (acquire 
unambiguous information) and reliability (obtain trustworthy information).  
 
Primary data collection can be both qualitative and quantitative (Figure 4).  
 
Primary Data Collection 
Collect Qualitative Data Collect Quantitative Data 
Focus groups interviews observation survey correlation experimental 
Figure 4: The Nature of Primary Data Collection 
Source: Briam et al (2008)   
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The qualitative data collection is descriptive and causal. The direct approaches of qualitative 
data collection such as focus groups and in–depth interviews are not used in the current 
project. However, the observation approach of collecting data over a certain period of time 
is found as suitable method of measuring the variance in a particular set of human 
behaviour. The observation method allows being examined and recorded the interested 
relationship of the participants in the online media without the personal interaction of the 
researcher – the lack of interaction minimizes the data distortion and the researcher bias. 
The observation process, however, might challenge the researcher with time–consuming 
and work–intensive activities.  
 
The process of raising the awareness about Logic Artists’ fundraising initiative will be 
observed as a basis of recognizing those people who have the ability to drive awareness and 
impact the spread of information. The identification of influencers will be achieved through 
the consideration of the main practices in casting information that is considered – discussed 
and shared. Therefore, the criterion for recognizing social media influencers is the impact on 
people – the social status of influencers (for how long one is a member of the commune and 
how often he or she is involved in the discussed topics), and their recognition (how many 
people respond and act towards one’s posted message). Other criteria such as market reach 
(the number of people one has the ability to connect with), expertise (how much of a 
subject matter expert is an influencer), frequency of impact (the number of opportunities 
one has to influence) and etc. are seen as mechanisms of rating the degree of influence. 
Interviews, archival records and observations are the source of evidence used to suit the 
need of identifying simultaneously three general types of influencers. The identification of 
those influencers is based on the modified general criteria explained by Augie Ray 
(practitioner) and Paul Gillin (theoretician): 
 
• Company (Company Advocates): are those people appointed by a company to 
support its marketing campaign(s). Those people have the power to impact actions 
through the provision of marketing strategic models and tools.  
• Social Broadcasters and Mass Mavens: are widely recognized as a reliable source of 
information. Those people have high social status and recognition. They often have 
access to large and relatively active audience. Social Broadcasters “belong to an elite 
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group bloggers who post regularly, receive high traffic and enjoy many links back to 
their blog from other sites”. Mass Mavens create and share unique content with the 
purpose to inform their members. 
• Peers: are those online users that have the potential to influence others within their 
network such as family and friends. They are often found to be quite active in 
sharing and creating word–of–mouth content. 
 
Data Analysis 
The process of qualitative content analysis often begins during the early stages of data 
collection. Content analysis is used to describe and make inferences about the 
characteristics of a communication. The inferences are all about the sender(s) of the 
message and the message itself. It identifies the intentions and other characteristics of the 
communicator and also describes trends in communication content. 
 
There are three distinct approaches to qualitative content analysis: conventional, directed, 
or summative. All three approaches are used to interpret meaning from the content of text 
data. The major differences among the approaches are coding schemes, origins of codes, 
and threats to trustworthiness. In conventional content analysis, coding categories are 
derived directly from the text data. Directed approach, however, starts with a theory or 
relevant research findings as guidance for initial codes. A summative content analysis 
involves counting and comparisons, usually of keywords or content, followed by the 
interpretation of the underlying context. For the purpose of the current research the 
summative approach will be used. The keywords derived from the interests of the 
researcher, and identified before and during content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). 
 
A summative approach starts with identifying and quantifying certain words or content in 
text with the purpose of understanding the contextual use of the words or content. This 
quantification is an attempt to infer meaning and explore usage. Analysing for the 
appearance of a particular word or content in textual material is referred to as manifest 
content analysis (Potter & Levine–Donnerstein, 1999). If the analysis stopped at this point, 
the analysis would be quantitative, focusing on counting the frequency of specific words or 
content (Kondracki & Wellman, 2002). The summative approach to qualitative content 
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analysis goes beyond mere word counts to include latent content analysis that refers to the 
process of interpretation of content (Holsti, 1969).  
 
A summative approach to qualitative content analysis has certain advantages. It is an 
unobtrusive and nonreactive way to study the phenomenon of interest (Babbie, 1992). It 
can provide basic insights into how words are actually used. However, the findings from this 
approach are limited by their lack of attention to the broader meanings present in the data. 
This type of study relies on credibility. A mechanism to demonstrate credibility or internal 
consistency is to show that the textual evidence is consistent with the interpretation 
(Weber, 1990).  
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CHAPTER FIVE: CASE STUDY ANALYSIS 
Chapter five presents a real–life business case study full of rich narrative details that reveal 
interesting information about social media influencers and the structure of their word–of–
mouth messages. 
 
Logic Artists 
Three international students from IT University in Copenhagen (Denmark) have started 
working on a project called Expedition: Conquistador, a tactical roleplaying game. The 
project was promising, and the students decided to realize the project on behalf of a for–
profit organization. The company was named Logic Artists and as the name denotes it has 
been built on the foundations of creatively and deductive reasoning. 
 
 
 Picture 1: The Company’s Logo 
 
Logic Artists employs six in–house developers and four international contractors engaged in 
the development of the Expedition: Conquistador.  
 
 
 Picture 2: Logic Artists’ Team                                          Picture 3: Logic Artists’ RP Game 
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Expeditions: Conquistador is a complex and engaging roleplaying game for PC and Mac. It is 
designed as a single–player game that put a player in a role of a Spanish Conquistador. The 
action takes place in Central America in times of mysteries, intrigues and insidious crimes. 
The player is involved in series of political and military events facing opportunities and 
choices that pre–determine his or her unique storyline.  
 
The Conquistador undertakes an expedition to Latin America for a specific political and 
military purpose. The choice of strategy, troops and resources is critical for the outcome of 
the battle. The battle is dynamic and detailed, and the player can take part in it to get the 
feeling of the encounter that excites with the physical reality of the fighting scenes. The 
victory or the failure of each combat has great consequences on the player’s fate, 
immediately or later in the game. 
 
Expeditions: Conquistador's main strengths are: 
 the design and plan of its unique storyline,  
 the advance characters animation, 
 the optimal playable settings, and  
 the creative layouts on each level.  
 
The Computer RPG Market 
The specific product features of Expedition: Conquistador put the company in the computer 
market that has been growing in popularity in recent years. The strategic RPG market is 
highly specialized with a wide demographic audience. It allows companies to concentrate 
both on understanding and meeting the needs of a group of (potential) customers and on 
improving customer engagement through quick and easy reach. The serve of a targeted 
customer base – without compromising the chance to increase the appeal to a broader 
market – gives companies a potentially continuous source of revenue. The RPG market is 
saturated but it might be also quite profitable. The keys factors of success however, as the 
industry analysts explain, are “to stay in touch with customers, understand their needs and 
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keep a laser–sharp focus on serving those needs with a commitment to continuous design 
innovations” (Bellisario et al., 2009). 
 
Logic Artists on Kickstarter 
Logic Artists needed start–up and also operating capital to bring their game into the market. 
The company managed to find a private investor willing to provide support in the initial 
stage of the game project. The rest of the funds, however, the company had to find 
somewhere else.  
 
At first Logic Artists decided to apply for government grants but the applicants were many 
and the company could not manage to beat the competition. The lack of investments and 
the uncertainty of the project success made Logic Artists to look on the new business as on 
unrewarded endeavour. Yet Logic Artists gave themselves a second chance and published 
their project on “Kickstarter” – an online funding platform that allows start–up companies 
to receive non–repayable funds together with people project pre–approval vote. Thousands 
of creative projects have been funded on “Kickstarter” as every project creator sets his/her 
project's funding goal and deadline. If people like a project, they can pledge money to make 
it happen. If the project succeeds in reaching its funding goal, all backers' credit cards are 
charged when time expires. However if the project falls short no one is charged. 
  
In 2012, “Games” have gone from the eighth most–funded category in Kickstarter to the 
second most–funded. More than 300 000 people have pledged $50 million, funding more 
than 225 creative game projects. Though the pledged money per year has been increased 
five times since Kickstarter was created, the successful rate – the number of successfully 
funded projects over all projects – is still below 50 %.   
 
On its website, “Kickstarter” provides project creators with a short list of general 
recommendation on how to launch a successful promotional campaign, and Logic Artists did 
not hesitate to use them. “Kickstarter” list of recommendations includes common practices 
for defining and promoting a project offer and incentives programs for backers. The 
recommendations are all based on the understanding that “support comes from within their 
(companies) own networks and their networks’ networks. If you want people to back your 
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project you have to tell them about it… A nice, personal message is the most effective way 
to let someone know about your project…”  
 
“Kickstarter” recommendations outline the importance of networking that assisted by the 
right strategy can create word–of–mouth referrals for a company – one of the most 
effective marketing tool. “Kickstarter” infers that networking does not simply mean 
personal promotion and getting more customers. It is more about expanding on existing 
network of friends, acquaintances and potential customers, and leveraging on their 
networks. It is about creating, building and nurturing relationships, gaining credibility and 
trust. Moreover, the important aspect to bear entrepreneurs in mind is that their social 
media posts should be truly professional – no aggressive sales pitches, bragging, and 
meaningless messages. 
 
Thus, relying on Kickstarter’s few general recommendations, without any knowledge or 
previous experience, strategic plan or tracking system to re–tune the performance of their 
marketing campaign, Logic Artists have managed to raise 70 000 dollars within forty days. 
The company not only successfully reached its funding goal but also managed to get 7 427 
dollars more. The money was raised with the help of family and friends, acquaintances and 
complete strangers – users of “Kickstarter” or/and other social media websites. The number 
of people supported the project was 1 569.  
 
Figure 5 below illustrates the funding progress – the amount of money pledged and the 
number of backers per day. 
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Figure 5 Logic Artists Progect Funding Success: Pledeges and Backers by Day 
Graph 1: illustrates the cumulative frequency of the money pledged. The dot line shows the level of the 
funding goal; Graph 2: demonstrates the pledged money per day. There were two distinguishing periods 
before and after August 21
st
. During the first 20 days, Logic Artists received less than 1 750$ or less than the 
average amount needed per day to reach its goal of 1 750$. This tendency changed after August 21
st
 when 
people started pledging above 1 750$ - around 2 504$ per day; Graph 3: shows the number of backers per day. 
There was high number of backers the first 4 days followed by a sharp decrease till 3th of September when the 
trend changed again, compensating the lack of people needed to reach the company’s funding goal. 
 
The Logic Artists Promotional Campaign 
The information about the promotional campaign was derived within a series of interviews 
with the co–founders Juan Ortega, the Logic Artist Technical Producer, and Jonas Wæver, 
the Logic Artists Chief Designer. Information about the strategic behaviour of the company 
was also acquired both from the written materials published in the online medium and from 
the communication records of the company with the social media users. 
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Logic Artists published their project on “Kickstarter” on 3th of August 2012 and then started 
promoting the game. The company had no strategic plan in conducting their online 
marketing. The students made a list of the most popular RPG social media websites such as 
blogs, and forums to make as much gamers as possible aware of their project and campaign. 
The whole team was engaged in promoting Expeditions: Conquistador in their own 
networks – to their families and friends, and acquaintances. For instance, Ali Emek – Logic 
Artists Managing Director and Producer – promoted the project to his Turkish friends and 
Juan Ortega to his Spanish fellows. Their fundraising efforts however were in vain. Logic 
Artists could rely only on a few generous friends since in Turkey there were fear of on-line 
payment malpractices and in Spain there were some language barriers that prevented the 
complete understanding of the game. Faced with these cultural and linguistic barriers, the 
company appointed Jonas Wæver as a company representative to communicate and gain 
exposure to the online English–speaking audience that also stayed beyond the company 
own social network.  
 
The choice of company representative was not a random one. Jonas Wæver was already 
well–known among the game communities as a Chief Poking Manager of The Nameless Mod 
(TNM) – a third–party total conversion modification successfully released for Deus Ex. TNM 
is a project of OffTopicPoduction – an international game development group with 
members from all over the world in which Jonas has been recognized as one of its few 
valuable members: “It would be rare not to see him (Jonas) wandering around the forums, 
responding to questions asked by the community, giving witty comments, and assuring 
everyone the next version will contain even less bugs.” (TNM on Wikipedia). Those words 
were later proven by the fact that Jonas was an active participant in the correspondence 
with online users during the marketing campaign. 
 
Jonas managed to post the company’s marketing message on popular RPG websites such as 
OffTopicPoductions, linuxgamingnews, ttlg.com and moddb.com that have on average more 
than 400 000 members. These members were known to be tied together in knowledge–
based relationship that was collaborative, supportive, and friendly. However Jonas primary 
sought to publish his message on SteamCommunity and RPSG through the websites editors. 
The reason was that the websites have almost the same number of members as other ones 
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but with more than 6 million visitors per day. The visitors – those people that dwell in 
websites not to talk but mostly to consume useful information – look after industry experts 
to get information, hear opinion so to build their own opinion and make their own decision. 
 
Logic Artists was promoted on SteamCommunity and RPSG a week before the deadline of 
the company’s fundraising campaign. The reason for the late promotion was to be secured 
the good reputation of the web editors. Web editors put their own reputation on the line 
every time they make a recommendation of a new game. They gave recommendation based 
on their expert opinion and on other factors such as game potential, performance and 
development in the market. There was a particular focus on game updates and players’ 
reaction. If people’s interest increases after an update of a game, that should be a clear 
indication that the game worth to be recommended. For example, there is a section on 
RPSG called “Kickstarter Katchup” that has the purpose to present each weak those games 
“where pledges reach developers if the target is met”. As editors explained “Featuring a 
game in this list doesn’t mean we endorse it. We likely haven’t played, and as such can’t say 
whether it will be worth your cash. That’s your call.” (see Picture 4)  
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Picture 4: Two Shots Print Screen from Kickstarter Katchup on RPSG 
 
Expeditions: Conquistador was one of few games further recommended by RPSG editors. 
Just a week before its deadline, on 3rd of September, the game was favourably presented by 
the editor Adam Smith (see Picture 5).  
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Picture 5: Print Screen of Adam Smith’s Article 
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Jonas sent also requests for promoting Logic Artists on other online blogs and forums. His 
request was considered and granted by the editors of popular RPG sites such as RPGWatch 
and RPGCodex (15 000 members and insignificant number of visitors). The messages on 
other social media platforms such as Obsidian, Artedux, and GOG were posted by 
company’s zealous fans and supporters.  
 
Figure 6 presents when and on which social media platforms Logic Artists was promoted. 
 
 
Figure 6: Time and place for every message posted about the Logic Artists’ fund raising campaign. 
The horizontal line is the time of conducting the Logic Artists campaign. The rounded rectangulars present the 
social media platforms on which the company’s message was posted (from left to right: Kickstarter; OTP; 
RPGCodex; Bay12forums; Nma-fallout; RPGWatch; ttlg.com; gog.com; moddb; linuxgamingnews;RPGCodex; 
Basiliskgames; grimdawn; obsidian; obsidian; apolyton; screwattack; celestialheavens; RPGCodex; 
forum.canardpc; RPGCodex; goldhawkinteractive; aterdux; SteamCommunity; RPGCodex; piratesahoy; RPSG; 
RPGWatch; twcenter; puresophistry; RPGCodex; RPGWatch; gamespot; newgamernation). Part of the 
rectangulars are coloured to ease the identification of the same platform on which the company’s message 
was posted. For example, the black rectangular denotes the start of the fundraising campaign on Kickstarter, 
and the yellow rectangular presents the sixth messages posted (at regular time intervals) on RPGCodex. The 
figure completes the information from Figure 1 (page 29). The three dates that make a difference in the 
company fund raising campaign coincide with the publication of the articles on OffTopicProduction, OBSIDIAN 
and RPSG. 
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Logic Artists and Social Media Influencers 
The news that Logic Artists is on “Kickstarter” was spread not only by the company itself but 
also by other social users. The observation of the information flow (see Figure 7) allows to 
be identified those influencers that support the company online fundraising campaign 
through the provision of awareness among the RPG community. The identification of the 
influencers is done with consideration of their status within a commune, the ability to 
attract interest and trigger action.  
 
 
Figure 7: Mapping the Communication Network: The Distribution and Re-Distribution Connectors in a 
Network - Capable of Sending, Receiving, or Forwarding Information over the Communication Channels 
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The figure should be read in bottom to top direction. Kickstarter is the hub of the company marketing plan. 
There are 19 communication brunches coming out from Kickstarter. The first ten brunches are sub-divided 
further into other smaller brunches. The company’ page on “Kickstarter” is the main trigger of information  
spread. The information spread increased at a decreasing rate as first the information was distributed widely 
through word-of-mouth. Later, however, the news about Logic Artists was posted on different platform 
without being taken further. For instance, Crooked Bee (the 2
nd
 brunch) posted her message on 4
th
 of August 
and it was immediately taken by three users from her audience, whereas after the second half of August the 
distribution activity substantially decreased and none of the posted messages were taken further.  
 
It is not surprising that the news that Logic Artists is on “Kickstarter” was first announced on 
the OffTopicProduction. Jonas turned to his ex-colleagues, friends and fellows for help. He 
posted a message that was direct, informal, open and honest. Jonas approached his 
audience with the words: “It's not Off Topic Productions, but …  if you can't afford to pledge 
yourself, a little bit of help with word-of-mouth PR would go a long way”. Though Jonas 
knew that Expeditions: Conquistador stayed a bit away from the members interests, he 
hoped that OffTopicProduction commune norms favour cooperation. Jonas highlighted his 
words to strengthen the importance of having the support of his commune – friends, 
colleagues, and fellow members. The goal of his message was not so much to convince 
people to support the game but to support its creators: “Leo Badinella is making all the 
music and Jason "Phasmatis" Cooke is animating our characters. You'll notice that both of 
these aspects of the game are in excellent condition, as is the gameplay and the narrative, 
the creation of which I am in charge of.” Jonas put a linkage to the game trailer but he did 
not present Expeditions: Conquistador or its strengths – the name of the game was not even 
mentioned. Instead Jonas focused on what exactly his team was working on at that time and 
how much efforts they put on it: “to give you a brief idea of what state the project is 
currently in:… We're in good shape! But we're also out of money, and we've all been 
working for free for the last month”.   
 
Jonas post about Expeditions: Conquistador was considered by a few but highly ranked – by 
activity and status – members of the OffTopicProductions commune such as Trestkon, 
bobby 55, Jadear, and shadowblade34. Trestkon and bobby 55 pledged and took part in 
topic–related conversations whereas Hassat Hunter, Jadear and shadowblade34 pledged, 
kept conversation alive and carried further the Jonas’s message further – respectively on 
Obsidian, PRGCodex and PlayFire. 
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On 31th of August, Jonas provided video material and description of the Logic Artists game 
on SteamCommunity that outlined the main strong features of Expeditions: Conquistador. 
The article – formal presentation of the game plus video demonstration – though quite 
different from the one on OffTopicProduction got the comments of 68 members. The next 
two days, after the publication, there were around 100 backers recorded (see Figure 6 and 
Figure 7). 
 
Jonas did not give people incentives to pledge neither on SteamCommunity nor on other 
websites. In his messages, he never mentioned that there was a reword for every dollar 
people spend – people could find this information only on Logic Artists’ Kickstarter. For 
instance, people willing to spent up to 30$ would receive in return special thanks on the 
Logic Artists' website + digital copy of the game for pc + unique heirloom item to use in 
battles. Those people who spent between 30$ and 50$ got Previous rewards + Digital 
soundtrack album by Leonardo Badinella + Access to Beta test… and so on. The reason was 
that Jonas did not want to put people off with the typical alienate ad message. He believed 
that the game was the reason that made people pledged and the rewards helped people 
decide how much exactly to be pledged. 
 
Two days after his post on OffTopicProduction Jonas published a message on TTLG game 
community. Jonas has been a member of the commune for 12 years but his posts have been 
rare and random. In his last message Jonas carefully approached his fellow members with a 
big introduction of the reasons to “indulge in a bit of self–promotion” followed by eight–
point list of the Expeditions: Conquistador features. The message was well accepted by few 
members that have been also active in TTLG as much as in Obsidian and nma-fallout 
.com/forum/.  
 
Jonas is recognized as an influencer only within his own network since he published his 
message also on other popular social websites such as ttl.com, Moddb.com and 
LinuxGamingNews but there was almost no interest. Moddb.com has 1 568 422 members 
however Jonas was not an active member of the community (with only 236 posts for the last 
5 years) and his messages was considered only by two members. The same applies for 
LinuxGamingNews (Table 3).  
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 Date of publish Respondndents Jonas status 
OffTopicProduction 3
rd
 Aug 12 Member from 2004; 
Posts: 13 821 
ttlg.com 5
th
 Aug 8 Member from 2003; 
Posts: ≃ 530 
Moddb.com 8
th
 Aug 2 Member from 2004; 
Posts: 296 
linuxgamingnews 8
th
 Aug/16
th
 Aug 1/0 Unknown 
steamcommunity 31
st
 Aug 68 Member from 2005; 
Posts: 13 436 
 
Table 3: Weight the Influencial Power of Logic Artists among Social Media Websites – Activity, Eloquance 
and Social Status  
 
While on OffTopicProduction Jonas openly asked his friends and colleagues for help “if you 
frequent any other forums where people might be interested in this sort of thing (I'm 
looking at you, RPG Codexers), make a post and make me happy. We suck at PR, so we can 
use help, frankly”, on steamcommunity Jonas address the wide audience with description of 
Expeditions: Conquistador. Only two of the OffTopicProduction members spread further the 
news about Logic Artists the rest, however, actively participate in other forums so to keep 
the conversations there alive. The reason might be that an active topic will rate Logic Artists 
above the others and thus attract the attention of more people.  
 
The posts about the Logic Artists on RPGWatch, RPGCodex and RPSG were published on 
behave of the websites’ editors: 
 
Jonas sought the assistance of other bloggers to convey his promotional messages since 
“they know how to communicate with their own audience… and it is all about 
recommendation and trust”. Therefore, the Logic Artists articles in RPGWatch and 
RPGCodex were posted with the help of editors of these forums such as Dhruin and Crooked 
Bee (Table 4). Dhruin and Crooked Bee had already had an experience in promoting 
Kickstarter projects. The reputation of these bloggers – to present “worth–your–attention 
projects” – was found to predispose people to respond more favourably to the offered 
game. Jonas explained further “it is not only about the good project… people would not 
consider a message that comes from no one”. People tend to listen to those that they trust, 
like and have a good relationship with. 
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Website Date of publish Respondents Publisher Publisher status 
rpgcodex 4th Aug/ 29
th
 Aug / 
3
rd
 Sept 
51/27/12 Crooked Bee – 
Editor 
Member from 2010; 
Posts: 8 063 
rpgwatch 5th Aug/ 3
rd
 Sept 14/21 Dhruin – Editor in 
Chief 
Member from 2006; 
Posts: 11 962 
obsidian 20
th
 Aug 13 Tigranes – Global 
Moderator 
Member from 2009; 
Posts: 8 443 
rpcodex 24
th
 Aug 28 JarlFrank-- Editor Member from 2007; 
Posts: 15 231 
rockpapershotgun 
(RPSG) 
3
rd
 Sept 42 Adam Smith - 
Journalists 
Member from 2012; 
Posts: ≃2 000 
rpgwatch 8
th
 Sept 3 Myrthos - Owner  Member from 2006; 
Posts: 2 895 
newgamernation 10
th
 Sep 0 Joe Marchese - 
Founder 
Member from 2011; 
Posts: unknown  
Table 4: Weight the Influencial Power of Experts among Social Media Websites – Activity, Eloquance and 
Social Status  
 
All people listed in Table 4 are recognized to be RPG experts since they all have 
comprehensive and authoritative knowledge in the area. Expert profile is publicly available 
and their audience have direct access to that information. Again, the influence of experts 
over their audience can be measured by taking into account their activity within a 
community and the impact of their message – the number of people respond and spread 
the message further. For example, Adam Smith is a “brainy” Oxford student that has more 
around 2 000 posts and a large audience of game players. His article attracted 42 users most 
of whom pledged for Logic Artists but none took his message further. The reason might be 
the late publication of the article. Crooked Bee is also popular and her timely message 
managed to spread the word further.  
 
On the whole, based on the established criteria, Crooked Bee, Dhruin, Tiranes, JarlFrank and 
Adam Smith are recognized to be strong influencers. 
 
The following table 5 gives information about the users that get the message about 
Expeditions: Conquistador and spread it further in the social medium.  
 
Website Date of publish Respondents Publisher Publisher status 
bay12forums 4
th
 Aug 8 TripJack Member from 
2012; Posts: 137 
nma-fallout 4
th
 Aug 6 likaq Member from 
2011; Posts:7 
gog.com 6 Aug 4 Crosmondo Member from 
2012; Posts:292 
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grimdawn 12
th
 Aug 4 Kardiophylax Member from 
2010; Posts:1 238 
rpgcodex 12th Aug/ 8
th
 Sept 25/17 Zed Member from 
2002; Posts: 8 036 
basiliskgames.com/ 
phoronix.com 
16
th
 Aug/ 17
th
 Aug 2/7 Sirdilznik Member from 
2010; Posts:377 / 
Unknown 
obsidian 17th Aug 5 Hassat Hunter Member from 
2010; Posts: 3 774 
PlayFire 19
th
 Aug 9 Shadowblade34 Member from 
2008; Posts: 4 590 
celestialheavens.com/ 
apoliton.net 
22
nd
 Aug/ 22
nd
 
Aug 
1/1 Xhemesis Member from 
2012; Posts: 1 
 
artedux.com/grimrock.net 
 
30
th
 Aug/ 2
nd
 Sep 
 
1/1 
 
Darklord 
Member from: 
unknown; Posts: 
187 / Member from 
2012; Posts: 1 929 
twcenter.net 2
nd
 Sep 5 Rinan Member from 
2009; Posts: 717 
piratesahoy 4
th
 Sep 0 Thagarr Member from 
1970; Posts: 3,584 
Table 5: Weight the Influencial Power of Prospects among Social Media Websites – Activity, Eloquance and 
Social Status 
 
All these social media users stend out from the rest with great activitity however not all of 
them are recognized as influencers. For instance, Darklord (male from England) is an 
example of a quite active but ineloquent fan that promoted the company and its product 
without actually attracting any attention. His messages were short, enthusiastic and 
assertive but his comments too pushy: “Sorry to hear that Komag, you could always go for a 
$15 pledge which would get you the game to play whenever you like in the future! (Once it's 
finished of course)”. Whereas Hassat Hunter use an approach that inevitably leads to 
successful turnaround: “It's not even my game, but it does pique my interest…. So why does 
it interest me (and would probably do many obsidianites)?” Hassat Hunter pointed out that 
Expeditions: Conquistador did not conform to the general rule. The game is unique by 
default and deserves to be seen. There is no use of “should”, “must”, “have to” that might 
repel readers. 
 
The peer influencers are TripJack, likaq, Crosmondo, Kardiophylax, Zed, Hassat Hunter, 
Shadowblade34, and Rinan. The rest, however, trigger no or a negative reaction.  
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The Influencers’s Word–of–Mouth Message 
The next logical step is to learn how social media influencers communicate with their 
audience so to induce an action. In the following paragraphs, the building blocks of word–
of–mouth message are explored so to be described and made inferences about the 
characteristics of influencers’ communication.  
 
Summative content analysis is conducted to identify the communication trends of an 
influencer. The analysis involves the following six steps: formulation of the research 
question or objectives, selection of communication content and sample, developing content 
categories, finalizing units of analysis, preparing a coding schedule and Analysing the 
collected data. 
 
The analysis has the purpose of finding out what are the word–of–mouth message 
characteristics – content and delivery. The selection of the communicated content is made 
with regards to the recognized influencers in the Logic Artists one–month marketing 
campaign. Based on the different types of influencers, it will be examined the intentions of 
the communicator and also described the trends in the communicated content.  
 
Content categories – compartments that explicitly state the boundaries into which the units 
of content are coded for analysis – are developed. The content categories flow from the 
purpose of the research and are anchored in the review of the relevant literature and 
related studies about word–of–mouth (Silverman et al., 2001). The content categories are 
developed in the form of the following three–item matrix:  
 
 CONTENT CATEGORIES 
Message Delivery Message Content 
Rational Emotional 
Company ambassadors Claims and benefits Information 
Experts Objective Interpretation Confirm 
Peer Examples Verify 
Table 6: The Three–Item Matrix That Defines the Content Categories in the Content Analysis 
 
Message Delivery reflects the essence of a message. It includes content aspects, such as the 
claims and benefits, potential upside and downside, and examples. Message Content 
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reflects the manner of deliver a message. It deals with the manner in which a word–of–
mouth message is conveyed rather than with the meaning. It reflects the strength of 
intention – persuasion – to provide information, to confirm and reason, and to verify. 
 
The coding unit in the content analysis is the “word(s)” and the context unit is the 
“sentence(s)” or “paragraph(s)” in which a word appears and characterizes a recording unit 
or “the idea in the statement (s)” (Berelson, 1952). For example, to deliver successfully its 
word–of–mouth message, Logic Artists are expected to make a claim for its product by using 
words such as   “good”, “professional”, “different”, “exceptional”, “interesting”, etc. The 
emotional charge of the message, on the other hand, might come from words as “great”, 
“fantastic”, and “unique”. Words as “because”, “admit”, “check” would reflect rational 
aspect of the message. 
 
 CONTENT CATEGORIES 
Message Delivery 
(example) 
Message Content 
Rational 
(example) 
Emotional 
(example) 
Company 
ambassadors 
Claims and benefits 
(ex: good, professional, different, 
exceptional, interesting) 
Information 
(ex: because, admit, 
check) 
Information 
(ex: great, 
fantastic, unique) 
Experts Objective Interpretation 
(ex: benefits, (dis)advantages, manage; 
miss, fail) 
Confirm 
(ex: is, definitely, 
compare, reason) 
Confirm 
(ex: think, believe) 
Peer Examples 
(ex: tried, trail, check, test, video) 
Verify 
(ex: buy, know, 
experience) 
Verify 
(ex: feel, sense) 
Table 7: Content Categories and Examples of the Content Units 
 
To make the analysis more reliable, a computer programme will be used to identify within a 
body of text, the words and phrases that belong to a specific category. However, since the 
computer program detects only the most frequently used words and phrases, the context is 
also examined manually for better detection and selection of the coding units. 
 
The content analysis starts with counting the words and phrases (Table 8, column: 
“General”) that are most often mentioned – reflecting important concerns in every 
communication. The process was executed by a software program called UsingEnglish – Text 
Content Analysis Tool (http://www.usingenglish.com/resources/text-statistics.php). Since 
the content analysis extends far beyond plain word counts, the words are also analysed in 
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their specific context (Table 8, columns: ”Message Delivery” and “Message Content”). 
Columns: ”Message Delivery” and “Message Content” display the manual detection and 
understanding of the coding units within a message. Message content shows the 
information that is transferred in a message, and message delivery shows the emotional or 
rational appeal to the carried information.  
 
Table 8 presents two types of influencers according to their power to induce action – 
influencers that have a greater than average impact through word–of–mouth in the market 
(colour in black) and influencers that trigger people’s interest but cause no action (colour in 
blue). 
 
Date/ Author/ 
SM Platform 
General  
-Word number 
-Word frequency  
Message Delivery Message Content 
Rational Aspect Emotional Aspect 
  THE COMPANY   
3th Aug/ LA/ 
OffTopicProduc 
tion 
WF: “we’ve”; “sort”; 
“really”; “etc”; “project”; 
“help” 
Word Phrases: “we’ve got 
a”; “idea of what”; “if you 
have” 
- “excellent”; “its not”; “but” 
-request for help; 
-link to video presentation; the 
approach is direct and open; talks 
about his team and their 
inspiration; the message aims to 
persuade OTP audiences to 
support – pledge and spread the 
WoM about LA;  
-“because”; “really”; 
”is”; “excellent 
condition”; “I will” 
-“help us.. We are in 
good shape!” 
 
-“help”; ”frankly”; 
-“But we're also out 
of money, and we've 
all been working for 
free for the last 
month.” 
 
31
st
 Aug/ LA/ 
SteamCommuni
ty 
WF: “expeditions”; 
“members”; “decisions”; 
“conquistador”; “maps”; 
“combat” 
Word Phrases: 
“topological maps of” 
-detail description of the game 
plus a list of the game feature; 
-link to Kickstarte 
-“a touch of”; “pitch of”; “actual”; 
“different”; “engaging and 
intricately”; “unexpected”; 
 
Reasoning with words that excites: “is”; 
“unique”; “dynamic”; “actual” 
  EXPERTS   
4
th
 Aug/ 
Crooked Bee/ 
RPG 
Codex 
WF: “conquistador”; 
“maps”; “expedition(s)”; 
“combat”; “management”; 
“tactical”; “campaign” 
Word Phrases: “of the”; 
“conquistador is”; “you 
will”; “actual topological 
maps” 
-inform that a new game “has 
launched their Kickstarter 
campaign to help fund finishing 
the game”; 
-quote the info from “feature” on 
LA’s website; 
-provide video demonstration; 
-give incentives “$15 gets you a 
digital copy of the game”; 
 -demonstration of 
personal liking: 
thanks LA for the 
good game, “Thanks 
Avonaeon!” 
(*Avonaeon is Ali 
from LA) 
29
th
 Aug/ 
Crooked Bee/ 
RPG 
Codex 
WF: “conquistador”; 
“npcs”; “kickstarter”;” 
choices”; 
Word Phrases: “players 
choices”; “we will have”” 
-present a select moment from 
the interview at XP4T that aims 
to inform and excites that “the 
player’s choices will influence the 
game to a huge degree”; 
-new updated video material. 
-invitation for pledge; 
-“conquistador doesn’t 
disappoint” 
-provide information 
about what other 
experts think of the 
game. 
-“awesome”; 
“universe of 
possibility”; “ability to 
do anything you 
want!” 
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3
rd
 Sep/ 
Crooked Bee/ 
RPG 
Codex 
WF: “combat”; 
“expeditions”; “turn-
based”; “dialogue”; 
“battle”; “troops”; 
“gameplay”; “players”; 
“stats; artists”; 
“movement”; “soldiers”; 
“healing”; “followers” 
Word Phrases: “one of 
the”; “turn-based combat” 
-no personal opinion expressed 
but selected moments from 
articles in two popular websites – 
RPGWatch (Druhin) and RPSG 
(Adam Smith)   
-purpose: ”I'd also like to remind 
you … you can help it pick up 
steam (yeah, I know) by upvoting 
it.” 
-link to Kickstarter 
  
5
th
 Aug/ Dhruin/ 
RPG 
Watch 
WF: “expeditions”; 
“members”; “decisions”; 
“combat”; “conquistador”; 
“maps”; “tactical”; 
“troops”; “based” 
Word Phrases: 
”topological maps of”; 
“engage with the” 
-explain that the article fulfils a 
request of a new RPGWatch 
member (Nova);  
-one sentence explanation of LA 
goal on Kickstarter; 
-quote the game description plus 
the list of game’s main strengths; 
-link to Kickstarter  
-demonstration of 
personal bias: list of 
only the pros 
 
-use positively 
charged words as 
“unique” and 
imperative marks as 
“!” 
 
3
rd
 Sep/ Dhruin/ 
RPGWatch 
WF: “combat”; “turn-
based”; “expedition”; 
“dialogue”; “gameplay”; 
“troops”; ”battle” 
Word Phrases: 
-detailed description of the game 
followed by the author first 
impression; 
-objective description of his 
personal encounter with the 
game; 
-link to Kickstarter 
- “but”; “but while”; “potential”; 
“aren’t”; 
-“what really impressed me was the quality of 
the presentation and the attention to detail”. 
-“Expeditions is impressive on many fronts. The 
visual and thematic consistency, the possibilities 
of the dialogue system and the turn-based 
combat all show as much potential …especially 
considering this is a an early build… Check out 
the Kickstarter here - $15 gets you a copy of the 
game with an estimated delivery of January2013” 
20
th
 Aug/ 
Tigranes/ 
Obsidian 
WF: “interesting”; 
“kickstarter”; “having” 
Word Phrases: “we have” 
-call for “alert each other to the 
more interesting of the money 
grubbers” first of whom is 
Expeditions: Conquistador 
-link to Kickstarter 
 -“more interesting” 
24
th
 Aug/ 
JarlFrank/ 
rpgcodex 
WF: “abilities”, “ability”, 
“goal”, “kickstarter” 
Word Phrases: “for the”, 
“expedition conquistador” 
-“Expeditions: Conquistador have 
asked us nicely to interview 
them”; 
-post one of the “many” 
questions: about characters’ 
combat abilities Jonas answer 
“We really want to add character 
ability trees ...but it's a stretch 
goal - it depends on how much 
money we get from the 
Kickstarter.”;  
-at the end, there is call for help 
in imperative form; 
-trailer and the whole interview;  
 -“They still have more 
than two weeks to 
reach their goal, so 
get out your wallet 
and help them reach 
that kickstarter goal!” 
3
rd
 Sep/ Adam 
Smith/ RPSG 
WF: “already”, “plenty”, 
“tactical”, “turn-based” 
Word Phrases: “as well 
as” 
-“might not be... if”, “although it  
is”, ”there isn’t… but” 
-post trailer plus critical 
description of the company 
campaign (“exemplary Kickstarter 
page” and “health development 
progress”) and explanation why 
the game is sold a little short 
(“the polish is all in the writing”; 
“you gleefully massacre every 
-the words are carefully  chosen - Adam is 
knowledgeable, he praises, critiques and 
supports Logic Artists with reasons and 
restrained emotion; 
- “I”; “found”, “there’s”, ”there are”, “it’s”, 
“because”; “recommend” 
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native”; “there isn’t a great deal 
of variety in troop”);  
-link to Kickstarter 
-at the end “I’ve played and 
enjoyed the game.. it’s a 
noteworthy occurrence.” 
  PEERS   
4
th
 Aug/ 
TripJack/ 
bay12forums 
WF: “conquistador”; 
“expeditions”; “combat” 
Word Phrases: “of the”; 
“be a”; “you will” 
-quote the description of the 
game on Kkickstareter;  
-express personal preference 
“amazing to me”;  
-link to Kickstarter 
-invite people to pledge; 
 -“This will probably be 
the first project I've 
backed”; 
-”If these guys can 
deliver I will be a very 
happy camper”; 
-“it should sound 
amazing to you too.” 
4
th
 Aug /likaq/ 
nma-fallout 
WF: “members”; 
“expeditions”; “decisions” 
Word Phrases: 
“expedition members” 
-one sentence description of the 
game plus the list of the game 
features on LA’s website; 
-link to Kickstarter 
 -“OH MY GOD IT'S 
HEAVEN” 
6
th
 Aug / 
Crosmondo/ 
gog.com 
WF: “rpg”; “kickstarter” 
Word Phrases: “a 
traditional rpg game” 
-a knowledgeable author; 
-describe shortly the game and 
express excitement that the 
game is on Kickstarter;  
-link to Kickstarter; 
-provoke discussion by finishing 
with “thoughts?”  
- “a traditional RPG”; 
”the quality looks of the 
standard of Dead State”; 
-“I'm honestly quite 
excited and hope it 
makes it...” 
12th Aug / 
Kardiophylax/ 
grimdawn 
WF: “video”; “combat”; 
“based” 
Word Phrases: 
“expeditions 
conquistador”; “have a”; 
“of the” 
-description of the game 
-“I'm in for $15 at this point after 
watching the videos. As long as 
the rest of the updates and video 
are of this quality, I'll keep my 
pledge”. 
 -“I'm a bit intrigued”; 
“is a turn based combat 
game”; “Unlike a lot of 
the campaigns, this 
game looks quite far 
along in development.” 
 
12th Aug / Zed/ 
rpgcodex 
WF: “kickstarter”; 
“gameplay”; “campaign” 
Word Phrases:  
-video plus clarification of the 
updates on Kickstarerter that 
“Game designer Jonas Wæver” 
explained and why “further 
updates may be a little sparse” 
 -“I'm excited to see 
whether or not they 
consider the Codex to 
be a major gaming 
news outlet.” 
8
th
 Sep / Zed/ 
rpgcodex 
WF: “combat”; 
“followers”; “expeditions”; 
“into”; “dialogue”; “solid”; 
“events” 
Word Phrases: “the press 
build”; “days to go”; ” 
consequences later on” 
-goal: detailed “written preview if 
you need convincing to pledge" 
-“Preview written by Tigranes” 
-video and pictures 
 
-“appeared to be”; “at 
this stage”; “over the 
course”;” the result is”; 
“a new”; “good”, 
“genuine”; 
- “All in all, Expeditions 
is a solid game, 
professionally and 
sensibly designed and 
executed” 
-“certainly”; 
“engaging”; “unique” 
-“I think I will fund it 
after all. As a work in 
progress, Expeditions: 
Conquistador boasts a 
solid basics and 
shows the 
professionalism of the 
developers.” 
17
th
 Aug/ Hassat 
Hunter/ 
Obsidian 
WF: “tread”; “rpg” 
Word Phrases: “so yeah”; 
“but it”; “always good”; “if 
it’s”; “in the 
Hard-Word”  
 
-started with “it’s not my game, 
but it does pique my interest” 
and then clearly explained – with 
5 bullets – why;  
-link to Kickstarter 
-“it assures me that I 
most likely get quality… 
after being disappointed 
so many times by the 
AAA developers these 
times.”;  
 -“it does pique my 
interest”; 
-“I would suggest 
everyone to check it 
out” 
19
th
 Aug 
/Shadowblade3
4/PlayFire 
WF: “conquistador”; 
“expeditions”; “combat” 
Word Phrases: “engage 
-quotations:1
st 
and 2
nd
 
paragraphs: game description; 3
rd
 
paragraph: “The combat”  
- “Wonderful dialogue, 
great story and most 
importantly: liberty of 
- “It’s cool”; “is nicely 
done”; 
- “All in all, 
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with the” 4th paragraph: “Choice and 
consequence is central to the 
play experience of 
Conquistador.”;  
-link to Kickstarter 
choice.” Conquistador is a 
solid game” 
2
nd
 Sept/ Rinan/ 
twcenter.net 
WF: “conquistador”; 
“look” 
Word Phrases: 
“conquistador is”; “in a”; 
“I think”; 
-explain why the game is 
interesting  
-post a trailer that fails to play 
the game; 
-gives explanation why he can’t 
pledge on Kickstarter 
-link to Kickstarter 
-“am looking forward to 
trying it out” 
-express personal 
preferences 
-“lovely”; “pretty 
nice”, “interesting” 
Table 8: Influencers Message – Delivery and Content  
The black colour rows indicate words that were passed by and the blue colour rows indicate words that were 
not taken and spread further. Not all of the grids are filled out since there might be signals for either rational 
or emotional aspect of a message. 
 
In the first two table rows Jonas is displayed as the influencer, the prime one, who triggered 
the word–of–mouth process. In his relatively long message, Jonas used more often words 
and phrases as “we’ve got a” and “idea of what” to strengthen the importance of having 
really good group project. He also more often used “if you have” to strengthen the need for 
more help to complete their game project. On Offtopicproduction, Jonas did not aim to 
promote the game but himself and his team. He mentioned neither the name of his 
company nor the name of the game. He just posted a link to the game trailer on Kickstarter. 
The rest of the message was organized as follows: the second paragraph illustrates “what 
I've been doing for the past 4 months”, then Jonas “ask for your money and your help”, and 
“drawing comparisons between a WIP game and existing game” to “give you a brief idea of 
what state the project is currently in”.  
 
The message contented less reasonable arguments and more emotional restraints.    
 
Jonas was known as a valuable member of the offtopicproduction commune. He did not 
hesitate to highlight that fact and thus work on the subconscious mind of his readers. He 
implied that he did something for its fellow colleagues and members as a Chief Designer of 
NM, and they should feel compelled to return the favour. Jonas directly pointed out how 
that could be done – either by pledging or by spreading the word about Expeditions: 
Conquistador. Jonas also strengthened his bid by referring his request to other talented 
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young specialists that deserve people recognition and support: ”Leo Badinella is making all 
the music and Jason "Phasmatis" Cooke is animating our characters”.  
 
The appeal for help was directly addressed to offtopicproduction members – those that 
Jonas knew and had worked with. Jonas knew that it was possible for those people to help 
him spread the word about his campaign as almost all of them have the status of active 
members with substantial social capital and long years of experience and knowledge in the 
game industry. 
 
Jonas used comparisons to persuade people in the good potential of his project. He related 
his work to other famous game projects that “serve as inspirations and touch stones for 
Conquistador” – projects that the reader already liked and accepted as “exceptional”. 
 
Jonas also tried to make people care about the game by telling them in open and honest 
manner about his team’s concerns and “everyday struggles” in finalizing the game. By 
sharing his personal story (in terms that relate to his ex-colleagues), he tried to make people 
sympathetic to what was important to him and got their approval and support to keep 
going. He further assured people that his struggle was not as a result of personal incapability 
but because of other external factors: “We're in good shape! But we're also out of money, 
and we've all been working for free for the last month. The only people getting paid in 
August are the two people in the office who aren't either student interns or owners of the 
company, meaning Daniel and Casper – the rest of us will continue to work for no money, 
because there is no money left.” Jonas implied the importance of external factors such as 
money that could affect the work of his team. Money was in the hands of his friends that 
gave them power to influence the project outcome. Jonas tried to give people reasons to 
support him, his team, and their “excellent game”. He suggested that the efforts to support 
the team work give people a place among company’s members – a reward that gives strong 
personal satisfaction in accomplishing a group task.  
 
On Steamcommunity, Jonas used completely different approach. Though active member of 
the commune, Jonas’ words sound more distant and carefully selected. Jonas did not send a 
request but make a claim that Expeditions: Conquistador is “dynamic”, “engaging and 
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intricately”. On whole, the posted message had the purpose to promote and entice the 
prospect to support the company’s game project. The massage meant to excites through 
rational appeal. 
 
Experts, on the other hand, posted messages that showed cognitive group biases. On whole, 
experts gave preferential treatment to Logic Artists since Jonas was a member and belonged 
to their own commune. Experts supported Jonas as a group member to favour the well–
being of their group. Experts such as Crooked Bee that managed to trigger word–of–mouth 
process were experienced writers with more than 8 000 publications, and had knowledge to 
induce readers’ relevant response. For instance, Crooked Bee demonstrated the importance 
of repetition. The repetition of Crooked Bee message on equal time intervals created at first 
a pattern that consequently and naturally grabbed the attention of RPG Codex members, 
and then built the comfort of familiarity, and familiarity induced liking.   
 
Crooked Bee messages also showed great consistency in their content and delivery. 
Consistency got users to agree with the game exceptional features up front that most 
people might have a hard time agreeing with – a tendency in people to belief that small 
company have not enough resources to deliver high quality product.  
 
In her messages, Crooked Bee gave her readers reasons to look at and support the game. 
She knew that people are more likely to comply with a request if they have a reason why. 
Crooked Bee delivered her messages by providing detailed information about the game 
strengths. The lack of information about the game’s weaknesses is another indication for 
Crooked Bee intention to convince the reader in the game exceptional design and 
development.       
 
Crooked Bee used the social proof – cite other people opinion – in an attempt to reflect 
correct group opinion and behaviour. This effect is often prominent in ambiguous situations 
where a person is unable to determine the appropriate mode of behaviour, and is driven by 
the assumption that some people such as Jonas and Adam Smith possess more knowledge 
about the situation so to comfort a choice. In all her posts Crooked Bee chose to quote 
other experts opinion. She chose texts in which the words: “game”, “battle”, “combat”, 
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“choice” were more used to denote the importance of having dynamic game – exciting and 
interesting. Moreover, Crooked Bee informed about game updates to strengthen the feeling 
that Expeditions: Conquistador was continuously developed and improved.  
 
Dhruin, on the other hand, used words as “engage with” and “topological maps of”, 
“tactical”, “troops” to stress the importance of having the pleasure to experience the actual 
historical events. Dhruin presented the “unique” game on behalf of RPGWatch member – 
the Name. Unusual for this type of “commissioned” article, the author was more thrilled 
and excited then distant or restrained. It makes also an impression that the message was 
constructed through a series of cited information from the Logic Artists’ website. The cited 
information, however, was not in quotation marks. 
 
It is interesting that other experts as Tigranes, JarlFrank, and Adam Smith failed to make 
people take their message further. The reason might be that the messages did not motivate 
the audience to make an action. For instance, Tigranes message was quite short and intends 
to promote not only Expeditions: Conquistador but also other game projects. The lack of 
focus on Logic Artists seems to drive distraction and diversion. JarlFrank, on the other hand, 
started his message with the words “Expeditions: Conquistador have asked us nicely to 
interview them” – introduction that reminiscent the paid, more frequent adverse 
advertisements in the newspapers. The message such as that of Dhruin ‘s was a quotation 
but the final words that serve to seal the influence were not so carefully selected: “They 
(Logic Artists) still have more than two weeks to reach their goal, so get out your wallet and 
help them reach that kickstarter goal!” The imperative form of the request can be 
interpreted by many as offensive and repulsive. In contrast, Adam Smith produced a 
message that was new, energetic, and memorable. The messages successfully confirmed the 
company’s claim through the methods of strong logic and critical reasoning. However, the 
article was published only 9 days before the campaign’s deadline and failed to motivate 
people to take action. The perception of time pressure is seen to impair performance. 
 
The peer to peer messages were not so long but short and concise. The approach as a whole 
was honest and open. To relate to his audience, for instance, Hassant Hunter started his 
message by finding common ground since people tend to like and trust others that resemble 
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them: “It's not even my game, but it does pique my interest…  I would suggest everyone to 
check it out and see if it's "their thing"” Hassan Hunter gave also reasons “why does it 
interest me (and would probably do many obsidianites)?” The message of Hassan Hunter 
created a high level of trust, curiosity and interests.   
 
The rest of the users, which spread the news about Logic Artists but fail to triggers further 
action, shared common features: they all posted short messages that have strong emotional 
charge. Furthermore, most of the users such as TripJack, Liikaq, and Zed shared more than 
created written content. To explain their own excitement, peers used the words of Logic 
Artists or experts that often create a sense of insincere enthusiasm. Exception was 
Crosmondo. Crosmondo was knowledgeable user that posted clear, sharp and concise 
message that could easily capture people’s attention and be taken further. However, 
Crosmondo had been a member of the commune only for five months and his words might 
be taken with careful consideration.  
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CHAPTER SIX: RESULTS 
The chapter summarizes the information and the results from the cumulative treatment of 
the analysis. It demonstrates the meaning of the information presented and processed in 
the context of the study case and its relation to the initial research questions.  
  
The well–known struggle for entering and raising the awareness of prospects in a mature 
market gets tougher for entrepreneurs that build their marketing strategy from scratch. 
Logic Artists had also no experience and mainly followed their intuition in conducting their 
fundraising campaign. Their success, however, as Dan Martell claims, came from conducting 
well–timed online marketing campaign that eased the information spread and peoples 
reach. Logic Artists also prepared a killer pitch list of all topic–relevant websites. Without 
following Martell theoretical set of instructions, the company intuitively found that its target 
audience would mostly likely visit websites where people “meet” others with similar 
interests, opinions and tastes.   
 
Jonas Wæver had no time to build an audience for the purpose of the company’s campaign 
and could not approach and engage his target audience directly as the theorists Evans and 
McKee suggest. Jonas imposed his influential power with respect to social influencers. The 
company used a third party to trigger and keep word–of–mouth conversations running 
smoothly – an action consistent with Brown and Hays advice for using social influencer to 
impact people. 
 
Logic Artists managed to implement exceptional marketing through influencers – use 
influencers to increase market awareness of the company amongst its target market. Logic 
Artists exceeded the common understanding that in practice influencers are categorized 
into three distinct types based on their “engagement” and ”reward” in the process (Augie 
Ray). In the case of Logic Artists, elements and relations in the Gillin and Ray’s theoretical 
concepts and models are blended. An influencer is recognized as person who has impact 
through word–of–mouth – write or take and spread content on a specific topic and gets 
other people to listen, believe, care, react and act. The company turned out to be a 
necessary factor in the word–of–mouth process since it triggered and successfully supports 
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the marketing campaign. Social broadcaster and mass maven influencers share common 
features – social status and recognition – and merged to form “an expert group”. Experts, 
however, do not always release unique content. They also relay messages to avoid the risk 
of supporting unworthy project. Peers create customized content that is interesting, 
emotional and share–worthy. Moreover, contrary to the Silversman’s theory about the 
source and content of the word–of–mouth, the company send a request together with 
information about its project as a result of the joint efforts of the company owners and 
volunteers. After its request, the company made a claim about the exceptional features of 
its game. The logical series of actions to “claim” – “confirm” – “verify” was amended. Social 
influencers spread content to support company position but the “confirmation” process was 
different. Few of the experts confirmed later in time with releasing their own statement 
whereas the rest posted quotes as to avoid expressing their own opinion. Peers, on the 
other hand, customize content to verify the overall accepted opinion.  
 
The summarized findings from the conducted content analysis are as follows: 
 
Logic Artists 
Word–of–Mouth Message Delivery: To “Request” and “Claim” 
The function of the company in the word–of–mouth process is to inform through “claims” 
and “benefits” about its product(s) (Silverman, 2001). Logic Artists, however, send first 
direct request for “a little bit of help with word-of-mouth” and provide information about 
the hard work of its talented and dedicated team that volunteer its work to a worthy 
project. A day later, the company release information about Expeditions: Conquistador, and 
made a statement about the game exceptional list of features. 
 
Word–of–Mouth Message Content: Emotional 
 The Power of Association: Jonas addressed his message to people that share his 
purposeful vision and desire to achieve. These people would not drag him down but 
make his success happen.  
 Seek Common Ground: Jonas sought a common ground since people tend to like 
those that are similar to them and also trust those they like. Jonas sent signals of 
recognition to comfort the recipients and create strong positive predisposition. 
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 Personal: Jonas created personal and emotional connections to keep his audience 
engaged and loyal. 
 
The company tailored its messages slightly different so to give influencers various motives 
to take the word–of–mouth message. Initially, the company focused to evoke certain 
emotional responses. Jonas tried to induce a genuine desire to help fellow members, and to 
give impression and suggest status. Later, he also used the game to cause personal interest 
and excitement in the product.  
 
Experts 
Word–of–Mouth Message Delivery: Not to “Confirm” But To “Inform” 
Experts supported the project in respect to the fact that they took and spread the 
company’s message and regularly published information about the game updates and 
development. Experts, however, were careful in their “words” and avoid expressing 
personal opinion and feelings. They mainly relayed the company message and encouraged 
people to take action and help the company in its initiative.  
 
Word–of–Mouth Message Content: Rational  
 Repetition: It is “traditional repeat”, broadcast model of advertising and a major 
benefit because people need to hear and see messages several times. Messages, 
however, were freshened and were given new twists to make sure they capture 
and hold the audience’s attention. Both Crooked Bee and Dhruin displayed the new 
game updates and development. 
 The Social Proof: Both Crooked Bee and Dhruin quoted other experts words so to 
express safely an opinion. It conform the choices of supporting the company’s 
initiative which may be either correct or mistaken. 
 The Persuasive Use of Language: The relayed statements were articulated in a 
clear, concise, and cogent manner that is found to be forceful and compelling in 
terms of personal persuasion. Thoughts that are shaped and ordered according to 
the principles of logic tend to convince others. The audience intuitively sense the 
force of well–crafted ideas and arguments. 
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Most of the experts openly assist the company in promoting whereas others demonstrate 
concern for prospects. Though with different motives, all experts give users information 
about new games and encourage them to spend time in supporting their favourite. The 
influencers managed to impose a great impact because of the great number of potential 
receivers of word-of-mouth and the long–term availability of the comments. 
 
Peers 
Word–of–Mouth Message Delivery: To Verify 
Peers affirm that the statements of Logic Artists and experts are valid. Peers share their 
personal experience and use it as an evidence to attest other people opinion. 
 
Word–of–Mouth Message Content: Emotional 
 Personal Experience: People tend to trust mostly their peers, often without 
expecting the provision of some evidences. Hassant Hunter, however, not only 
stated that Expeditions: Conquistador is exceptional since the game is in 
conformance with his general preferences but also explained why.    
 
People want to be connected with their peers and writing about something that might be 
interesting for them is one way to achieve that connection. People are emotionally 
rewarded when they share their joy with a group that has a common interest and 
enthusiasm. The overwhelmed enthusiasm translates very easily into word–of–mouth. It is 
all about emotions that elicit a reaction and make people act. The emotional component 
makes people care enough to want to share a message.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION  
Chapter seven summarize major findings from the conducted research and interpret and 
explain them with consideration to the research question. The discussion justifies the 
methodological approach and critically evaluates the implications and limitations of the 
research study and findings. Directions for future researches are also drawn.  
 
Based on the business case study about Logic Artists, it has been learned that start–up 
companies enable social media influencers to increase the effectiveness of the word–of–
mouth marketing campaign through emotional impact and personal commitment. Start–up 
companies can stimulate and influence behaviour and use social broadcaster and mass 
mavens to bring together and ease the communication process with prospects. The 
proliferation of the user generated content and the spread of company–related knowledge 
and expertise has been shown to energize prospects – strengthen favour and bring action.  
 
Word–of–mouth message is in itself a target content that reflects company deep 
understanding about its audience. Bringing out a content that provides the right information 
about the company and raises the awareness of the audience appears to be an important 
factor in producing effects on the spread of influence. Moreover, the innate need of 
imposing power and being important part of the commune make people support the word–
of–mouth process. 
 
The conducted qualitative content analysis on word–of–mouth gets the central aspect of 
social interaction and facilitates the provision of insights into the influencers thought and 
language use. Hence, the analysis is subject to increased error since it attains a relatively 
higher level of personal interpretation. The obvious problem with the subjective 
interpretation is the distortion of the final results.  
 
The limitations and implications of the research results come also from the inherent risk 
associated with the case study. The case study is long and difficult to conduct and it 
produces a massive amount of documentation that hinders the reach to generalized 
conclusion. Furthermore, the present research assesses the word–of–mouth message in a 
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one–to–one context in which space concentration of interconnected influencers ease the 
information spread. The results cannot be necessarily extended to all contexts and there is a 
need for further investigation of context dependent models in which a company pursues 
different marketing objectives. 
 
The results demonstrate that the unconventional way of conducting word–of–mouth 
marketing through social influencers became a factor for the outcome of the Logic Artists 
fundraising campaign. The success of raising 77 427 dollars and getting the support of the 
RPG fans brought Logic Artists the obligation to finalize and launch Expeditions: 
Conquistador before the end of February 2013. Logic Artists quickly got busy with the 
product upgrades. The company decided to hire a marketing agency to handle overall 
marketing and branding strategies and sales promotions for its potential clients. The 
company, however, have not ceased the direct contact with its marketing campaign 
supporters. The company built a blog to which only its big supporters (those that pledged 
more than 30 dollars on Kickstarter) could have an access. Those people have now direct 
contact with the company and are actively involved in the last stage of the game 
development process such as performing white box testing. Thus, the company has 
managed to build a loyal customer base that would not hesitate to promote the game again. 
Those are the “new” influencers that might be motivated to spread the word about 
Expeditions: Conquistador beyond their own network if they still feel special and 
appreciated, and engaged on a personal level.  
 
Though it was promised, the product launch is delayed and Expeditions: Conquistador will 
be released three months later on 31st of May 2013. It is interesting to be learned how the 
new influencers will act and communication with others. Will it change the way in which 
they translate the company’s message (especially now when their trust is misled)?  
 
The above question also relates to influencer marketing that reduces advertising noise and 
focuses more on quality conversations that matter. Marketers need to come up with a 
standard for measuring influencers’ motivation and degree of impact – models that quantify 
and predict engagement, relevance, audience affinity and consumer influence. Finding 
sophisticated metrics (algorithms) might also ease the recognition of the social media 
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influencers in advance – at the time when start–ups develop a strategy for their first 
marketing campaign and there are no documents on previous correspondences with 
prospects. Moreover, the design of computer algorithms might facilitate the data–driven 
approach for proper content creation and dissemination. Content creators might use both 
the information from previous studies and from pre–determined key performance 
indicators (KPIs) to tailor their messages and evaluate the success of their marketing efforts. 
 
Further researchers can be made towards the positive and negative impact that social 
media influencers induce. Influencers express opinion and make choices that make others 
feel compelled to follow. Influencers might affect many with a promise to make people feel 
powerful, strong, and progressively violent inside of a fiction. For example, Logic Artists 
promises that “when it’s time to spill blood, a tactical combat system of great depth and 
brutality will let you control your individual troops in battle”. Playing a role of Spanish 
conquistador that defeats the Indian civilizations might be translated in having the pleasure 
of the strong that oppresses the weak. In this case, an influencer can chose to abet or help 
players bypass this kind of hazard perception.    
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